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Introduction

The Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COADS) contains ship observ
from 1854 to 1990. Several versions of this data set are available including one conta
individual ship reports of various meteorological and oceanographic measurements
extremely large data volume of this version necessitated another version containing sp
and temporally averaged reports representing monthly averages over 2° × 2° areas (i.e. boxes).
The highly variable distribution of ships, especially in tropical regions, produces conside
uncertainty in these box averages. One measure of the random error associated w
monthly averages is the standard error of the mean. Unfortunately, the small sample siz
the difficulties of incorporating changing ship locations has hindered an early developme
a robust standard error equation for COADS box averages.

By defining a grid system based upon the minimum spatial resolution of COA
individual ship reports (i.e. 0.1° × 0.1° latitude-longitude), a practical standard erro
relationship is presented which can be applied to the monthly averages. By developin
equation using the long-term mean, sample statistics, such as the point variance and the
correlation, are relatively unbiased making the standard error equation quite robust
equation was initially developed for two dimensional fields by Morrissey et al. (1994), bu
easily applied to three dimensional box averages.
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Equation Development

A grid system is used whereby each 0.1° × 0.1°grid location is numbered systematicall
from 1 to 400 (i.e. 20× 20) for hour 1 in the month, from 401 to 800 for hour 2 and so on. T
sample time-space average for monthm can be defined by,

wherex(i) is an individual ship report (e.g. the u component) located at grid i, N is the t
number of grid points andn is the number of ship reports in the box. An indicator variable,∂(i)
is one if a ship is present at grid 1 and is zero otherwise. This variable is used to incorp
the ship locations into the equation. Also, the overall mean of the ship reports is removed
eachx(i) value. The field mean for monthm is defined by,

Morrissey et al. (1994) derived a practical form of the standard error equation by substit
these two expressions into

and expanding to arrive at

whereσ = point variance

ρ(L) = lagged auto correlation

wherew(L) is a weight factor which is a function of the network configuration. The quantity
the large brackets is the variance factor which accounts for the sample size and the depe
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among the reports in both time and space. The second term in the variance factor accou
the variance of the sample mean about the long-term mean and the third term accounts
variance of the population monthly field about the long-term mean. The second term
estimate of the average correlation within the times-pace volume. A clustered network
generally provide overestimates of the average correlation since w(L) will be large whe
correlation is large (i.e. L is small). Thus, the difference between terms 2 and 3 should be
large for a clustered network.

Examining the Standard Error Equation

By assuming a two dimensional anisotropic exponential spatial correlation func
(Fig. 1), the behavior of the standard error given specific grid configurations can be obse
Four grid configurations are shown in Fig. 2, a random, a clustered, a uniform and a l
network (i.e. linear network #1). A fifth network (not shown) is a simple 90 degree rotatio
the linear network #1 (i.e. linear network #2). By multiplying the denominator in the expon
of the correlation function by a constant, the e-folding distance along the major axis ca
varied. It can be observed (Fig. 3) for different e-folding distances, the variance factor
hence the standard error, generally decreases with increasing correlation. This results fr
increased areal representation of a given ship report (i.e. increased dependence amo
reports). Also, linear network #2, which is aligned along the major axis of the sp
correlation function provides higher variance factor values per e-folding distance than
linear network #1. This is due to a larger amount of redundant information measured by
network #2 (i.e. w(L) is large when the correlation is high). It can also be observed that fo
of the networks except the random and uniform networks, the variance factor initially incre
with increasing enfolding distances. This results from the increasing difference between
two and three in the variance factor with these networks. This behavior is dependent upo
only the network configuration, but the correlation function as well.

Relevance to COADS

The use of the long-term mean in the sample statistics means that the sample sta
should be relatively unbiased. Thus, the standard error equation is fairly robust. By estim
a representative time-space correlation function for different oceanic regions, the sta
error of monthly box averaged wind components can be found given different COADS
distributions. Thus, standard error estimates can now be produced for COADS 2° × 2° monthly
averages.
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Figure 1: The two dimensional exponential correlation function used to test the standard
error equation.
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Figure 2: Four sample network configurations overlaid on a 100× 100 grid.
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Figure 3: The variation of the variance factor defined in the text as a function of the
e-folding distance using the anistropic spatial correlation function shown in Fig. 1.
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